
 

 

 
POET Market Manager Update (December 2022 Pricing Period) – As of 7/31/2022 – Program #15 
 
December ‘22 Futures gained ¼ of a cent in July but saw a large range trading from a low of $5.61 ¾ to a high of 

$6.58 ½ during the month before closing out July at $6.20.  The month started off with prices declining over 80 cents 
between June 29th and July 5th before rebounding 50 ½ cents to the high for the month on July 11th.  July 12th featured 
another sharp 42 ½ cent sell off with prices bouncing around from there thru the balance of the month. 

 
We’ll discuss some of the fundamental factors below, but it’s important to point out that if you lay a crude oil chart 

over corn the shape of both charts look very familiar.  This really highlights the money flow into and more recently out of 
commodities in general.  As prices ran higher, there was an inflation hedge story to be told to go along with tight supply 
situation in the U.S. and the world.  We still view the supply situation as tight, but more recently we’ve seen more signs of 
risk off/recessionary type trading in commodities.  As an example, crude oil traded above $120 a barrel in June, but is now 
trading below $95 a barrel.   

 
As it relates directly to grain, we have seen more talk recently of corn and wheat exports potentially being able to 

leave Ukraine and the first vessel did sail at the end of July loaded with corn.  It’s good to see some potential for exports 
out of Ukraine, but we’re a long ways from having free flowing commodities out of that country.  The port areas continue 
to be a hazardous place and getting supplies to the ports from interior locations will be challenged as well.  It seems like 
more crops were planted than expected this spring, but yield estimates are pretty conservative on a combination of 
planting/fertilizing issues on top of dry, hot weather conditions that have rolled across much of Europe this summer. 

 
In the U.S. crop conditions have seen steady deterioration thru July as crop size ideas continue to contract due 

to the weather conditions.  While much of IA, IL, MN, WI look generally favorable there are large areas of concern.  Parts 
of South Dakota into Nebraska down into the Southern Plains and then East thru Missouri and the Southeastern U.S. are 
all likely to see disappointing yields.  While the USDA estimated a national yield of 177 bpa in July most private estimates 
are gravitating towards the 171 to 175 bpa area which would push next year’s carryout into the 1 bln to 1.4 bln bushel 
range +/- before demand adjustments.  We believe that this could keep support in the market but at the same time we’re 
battling the macro market influence which leaves the market trading in broad sideways ranges for the time being. 

 
We are currently 82% priced for program #15 at $6.34 versus December ’22 CBOT and an “All In Price” at current values 
of $6.35. 
 
 

 

 
 
 

All values are estimates and are not final 


